
Digital Grocery Ordering and Delivery SaaS Platform for
On-Demand Industry

Grocery Stack



Enabling the growth of various On-Demand Grocery Business Models

Provide your customers with effortless grocery
ordering and efficient delivery, straight from your
grocery shop.

Single Storefront

If you own chains of your grocery brand, then let
your customers order groceries from the
convenient local branch and have them delivered.
Serve directly and avoid the intermediaries.

Direct-to-Consumer;
Multi-Storefront

Aggregate all the local grocery stores/small nearby
vendors on your marketplace and offer your customers
online grocery shopping with on-time delivery.

Hyperlocal Marketplace;
Aggregator



Grocery Businesses currently confront the following challenges

Excessive charges by aggregators

Customer retention

Bringing new customers

Inefficient same-day deliveries

Higher operational costs

Low profit margins

Stock/Inventory management

Inability to take online payments

Dependency on barcode scanners for billing

Lack of POS integration to traditional system

Shelf space management

Difficulty observing consumer behavior



All-in-One Tech Suite for End-to-End Operations

Customer Website and
Native/Hybrid Apps
Scalable No-code Setup
Loyalty points and discounts
Inventory level controls

Create a seamless grocery ordering
experience & smooth checkout
process for customers to drive
more revenue.

Order Management
Powered by Yelo

Native Delivery Driver Apps
Real-time tracking
Route Optimization
Auto-allocation
Supports 15-minute delivery service

Optimize delivery operations using a
single platform to increase efficiency, &
improve customer service.

Delivery Management
Powered by Tookan

Chat Support Widget/Bots
Marketing Automation
Email & Messages Broadcast
Easy customer engagement

Enhance the customer experience
with proactive support and in-app
chat.

Customer Engagement
Powered by Hippo

100+ Integrations 
(POS, SMS Gateways, Payment Gateways, Social Media Plugins, Multi-languages, Multi-Currencies, and many more)



Promote new stores or products by adding
banners & sending custom push notifications
to deliver special offers and discounts for
users.
Reward your loyal customers by offering loyalty
points as well.

From ordering to delivery, Social Media to CRM, Yelo has integrated with 100+ external integrations that
govern end-to-end operations between businesses and customers

Stunning themes tailored to your business from our
Theme Engine.
Designed to allow online grocery stores to change
the look and feel of their marketplaces.

Feel the difference with 'Themes'

Stand out in digital branding through 'Promotions'

Efficiently and accurately manage your entire
inventory.
Set opening and closing hours for your grocery
store and allow your customers to place pre-
orders even in your closed hours.

'Catalog Management' in just a few clicks

Order Management (Yelo)

'Amounts' paid and 'Commissions' earned 

Settle all your payments with the grocery stores
in real-time.
Enables the user to set different commission
percentages for each grocery store owner.

Simplify your business operations with Integrations

Provide your customers a seamless grocery ordering experience & a smooth checkout flow to drive more revenue.



Auto-allocation of orders to your nearest &
available delivery agents.
Seamless customer experience with real-time
order tracking.

Services at the 'Customers’ Doorstep'

Allow your agents to scan barcodes, add notes,
images and collect digital signatures from the
customer.
Analyze data and reports to improve and
optimize the performance of fleets and drivers.

Automating 'Delivery Fulfillment'

Easily navigate to multiple destinations
and ensure on-time deliveries.
Optimize routes and schedules in one
centralized view.

Enhanced 'Productivity'

Delivery Management (Tookan)
Optimize delivery operations using a single platform to increase efficiency, & improve customer service.



Engage your customers with the best
conversational platform
Live chat, chat bots, email & messages broadcast

One-Stop-Shop for all 'Marketing & Customer Engaging' activities

With the interactive dashboard, you can
monitor your chats effectively and effortlessly.
Reduce workload by automating chat
assignments and re-assignment to your chat
support agents.

Powerful Dashboard and Controls

Customer Engagement (Hippo)

Boost customer satisfaction with proactive support and in-app chat.



 Statistical insights that drive the Grocery Industry

400+ 
Grocery Businesses Associated

100,000+ 
Successful Monthly Transactions

Growing strong by catering to all types of business
models of the On-Demand Food Industry

 



One of the Jungleworks' best examples of this type of grocery business is:

15-Minute Delivery Service: The New Grocery Trend

Read More

According to the statistics, most of the grocery businesses nowadays have
adopted the fastest delivery services for their grocery orders; setting a
trend for 12-minute, 15-minute, or 30-minute grocery delivery services.

Therefore, not just traditional online ordering and delivery, Jungleworks,
through Yelo and Tookan, helps ensure the grocery businesses cope up with
the trend through enhanced delivery features, and compete in the race of 15-
minute grocery delivery services.

https://jungleworks.com/15-minute-grocery-delivery-service/


Powerful Set of Features: Our SaaS solution is easy to use with comprehensive
and exclusive characteristics.

Pre-Built Themes: You can start your grocery marketplace in less than a day,
thanks to our pre-built themes.

Cost-Effective Solution: We offer simple, transparent plans that are affordable
and easy to use for any business model.

No Technical Knowledge: No coding skills are required to launch your grocery
marketplace with the SaaS solution.

Easy to Scale: SaaS lets you focus on growing your business while we take care
of the technology.

With Yelo, you get a wide range of offerings to make sure your digital grocery
marketplace fits your needs.

SaaS (Software as a Service)

Willing to start your grocery business with less investment and less time? Yelo's ready-to-use SaaS platform is all you
need for a quick, successful launch of your grocery website or app.

https://jungleworks.com/yelo/


Advanced Features: You can easily add new and customized features to your
marketplace with the headless commerce solution.

Design Your Marketplace: Our headless solution gives you the power to design
and customize your ideal marketplace that perfectly fits your needs

Omnichannel Approach: Integrate seamlessly with other platforms and follow an
omnichannel strategy.

More Efficient Optimization: We've built a headless solution that allows for
multiple tests to be conducted continuously to increase user experience.

Attain New Heights Easily: Improve data security and conversion rate with
headless solutions.

Create the ultimate marketplace with personalized digital experiences where you
control all the elements that users interact with.

Headless Commerce

Want to own the frontend source code of a grocery ordering platform with premium features and customizations?
Yelo's Headless Commerce offering will best suit your business.

https://jungleworks.com/yelo/headless-commerce/


KNOW MORE ABOUT JUNGLEWORKS

Quick Links:

Jungleworks is a no-code hyperlocal commerce and delivery stack to set up and manage on-demand businesses.

About Us

Resources

Visit: Jungleworks
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